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Abstract 
Quasiperiodic tilings are those tilings in which finite patterns appear regularly in the plane. 
This property is a generalization f periodicity; it was introduced for representing quasicrystals 
and it is also motivated by the study of quasiperiodic words. We prove that if a tile set can 
tile the plane, then it can tile the plane quasiperiodically - a surprising positive result that does 
not hold for periodicity. In order to compare the regularity of quasiperiodic tilings, we introduce 
and study a quasiperiodicity function and prove that it is bounded by x ~ x + c if and only 
if the considered tiling is periodic. Finally, we prove that if a tile set can be used to form a 
quasiperiodic tiling which is not periodic, then it can form an uncountable number of tilings. 
(~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
Matching rules in tilings are local constraints. Thus, tile sets have been used to model 
atomic positions in materials defined by short-range interactions. A traditional approach 
is then to focus on the periodicity or quasiperiodicity properties of  tilings that can be 
formed. This study has been revived by quasicrystals (see [12] for an overview on the 
subject and pertinent references uch as [14]). A relation between the quasiperiodicity 
property and the notion of  self-similarity is established in [9]. 
On the other hand, tilings can be considered as two-dimensional infinite words with a 
local constraint. For one-dimensional structures, an overview of the results concerning 
infinite words can be found in [17]; bi-infinite words are studied for instance in [15, 16], 
and the problem of quasiperiodicity is strongly related to the study of Sturmian words 
(see [6, 4, 19] - references within). 
We present in this paper three main results. First, a tile set that can tile the plane 
can always be used to form a quasiperiodic tiling of the plane. It is surprising because 
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the same property for periodic tilings was conjectured by Wang in 1961 (see [20]) 
and was proved false by his student Berger in 1966 (see [2], and a simplified proof in 
[1]). Furthermore it has been proved that there exists a tile set that can tile the plane 
although all possible tilings are non-recursive. 
To prove our first result (in Section 3), we introduce a preorder between tilings of the 
plane that we call an extraction preorder. We show that quasiperiodic tilings are xactly 
the minimal elements of this preorder. We discovered later that this theorem is well- 
known for infinite 1D words and is called "Furstenberg's lemma" (see [10, 7]). In this 
framework quasiperiodic onfigurations are said to be uniformly recurrent. However, 
our point of view here is completely different because it concerns tilings are not only 
infinite 2D words. 
We also introduce a function to measure the regularity of a quasiperiodic tiling 
(Section 4). We prove that a quasiperiodic tiling is periodic if and only if this function 
is of the form x H x + c. We present some open problems in this field. 
Our third main result (in Section 5) is that if a tile set can be used to form a 
strictly quasiperiodic tiling of the plane (i.e. non-periodic), then it can be used to form 
an uncountable number of different tilings. A corollary of this result is that if a tile 
set is aperiodic (i.e. cannot be used to form a periodic tiling) then it can form an 
uncountable number of different ilings. To prove this we are inspired by Dolbilin who 
in [8] introduced a tree representation for tile sets. 
In our last Section, we present a topological approach of tilings. This approach 
allows us to look at our results of Section 3 from another point of view. We have 
not proved yet any new result using topology but we think that this approach may be 
fruitful. The reason why the results we present here have equally simple combinatorial 
and topological proofs is the following: in the hierarchy of logic formulas the results 
we are interested in are below the classes E l or HI. Thus they can be proved without 
the help of the axiom of choice, hence topological proofs can be straightforwardly 
transformed into combinatorial proofs. For more complicated results (i.e. expressed by 
more complicated formulas) there is a hope that topology gives us new original results. 
2. Preliminaries 
A tile is a square with color sides. Colors belong to a finite set C. A tile set z 
is a subset of C a. All tiles have the same (unit) size. A configuration is a mapping 
from the plane ?72 into the tile set. We call pattern a partial function of finite domain 
from 7/2 into the tile set. We say that a pattern appears in a configuration, if the 
configuration is an extension of the image of this pattern by a shift. A tiling of the 
plane is a configuration in which all pairs of adjacent sides have the same color. Note 
that it is not allowed to turn tiles. 
The tiling problem consists of a tile set as input, and the question is whether it can 
be used to tile the plane. It was formulated by Wang in 1961 [20] for some logical 
purposes: a tile set can be reduced to some formula such that the formula is satisfiable 
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if and only if the tile set can tile the plane. This tiling problem was conjectured 
decidable but was proved undecidable by Berger [2] in 1966; a simplified proof was 
given in 1971 by Robinson [18] (see also [1]) and then [3] for its consequences in 
logics - Hilbert's well-known Entscheidungsproblem). 
A periodic configuration is formed by the juxtaposition of copies of the same rect- 
angle. In other words, a periodic configuration should be periodic with respect o both 
axes. Thus, a periodic tiling is a periodic configuration which is also a tiling. This 
definition is justified by the following result of Wang: if a tile set can form a tiling 
which is periodic in only one direction, then it can form a tiling which is periodic. 
This property was one of the reasons why Wang conjectured that the tiling problem 
was decidable. The other reason was that he did not know any aperiodic tile sets, i.e. 
tile sets that can tile the plane but cannot form any periodic tiling. I f  such aperiodic 
tile sets did not exist, then one could decide the tiling problem by the following algo- 
rithm: try to tile a square of size n; if you cannot, then halt and answer "no", else if 
you can tile the square periodically, then halt and answer "yes", else add 1 to n and 
restart the same process. This algorithm does not halt if and only if the considered tile 
set is aperiodic. I f  the proof of Berger's theorem an aperiodic tile set is constructed 
with more than 20000 tiles, and in Robinson's simplified proof an aperiodic tile set 
containing approximatively 50 tiles is constructed. The smallest known aperiodic tile 
set contains 13 tiles and is due to Culik and Kari [5, 13]. 
The periodic tiling problem consists of a tile set as input, and the question is 
whether it can be used to tile the plane periodically. It has been proved undecidable by 
Gurevich and his student Koriakov in 1972 [11]. They furthermore proved that one 
cannot recursively separate tile sets that cannot tile the plane from tile sets that can tile 
the plane periodically. This result is very important because in the previously mentioned 
reduction, tile sets that can tile the plane periodically correspond to formula having 
a finite model. Such reductions are called conservative in [3]. This book contains an 
appendix by ourselves devoted to the proof of all these undecidability results. 
It is often convenient o use other notions of tile sets that differ slightly from the 
above: 
• one can use arrows on tiles; a tiling is considered as valid if and only if all pairs 
of adjacent sides have the same color, and if, for each arrow of the plane, its head 
points to the tail of  an arrow in the adjacent cell; 
• one can replace squares by polygons of the plane and see that two adjacent polygons 
neither overlap nor create holes; 
• one can color not only the sides of the squares put also their comers; four comers 
in contact should have the same color; 
• one could just assign a state (out of a finite set) to each considered cell and fix a 
neighborhood. The matching condition is replaced by a relation between states that 
should be verified in the neighborhood of each cell. 
It is folklore that all these notions are equivalent: there exist transformations of a tile 
set from one notion to another that preserves the existence of valid tilings, periodicity 
or non-periodicity, quasiperiodicity, etc. 
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We could have considered tilings of  the continuous plane ~2 by polygons such as 
in the well-known Penrose tilings. This notion of tilings is not equivalent o Wang 
tiles because the centers of the considered polygons may not have rational coordinates. 
Anyways, for these tilings, our theorems 1 and 3 are still valid if one considers that 
two tilings (or pattems) are equal if they can be superimposed using translations and 
rotations. The needed changes in the proofs are straightforward. Our study of  the 
regularity of  quasiperiodic tilings (Section 4) is slightly changed in this case: the 
size of  a pattern - and thus quasiperiodicity functions - should be defined upto a 
multiplicative constant. 
3. Extraction and quasiperiodicity 
Before defining quasiperiodic tilings, we introduce a partial preorder elation between 
configurations. We call this preorder the "extraction" preorder and prove that it has 
good properties with respect to the notion of  tilings and - later - those notions of  
periodicity and quasiperiodicity. 
3.1. Extraction 
Definition 1. Let us consider two configurations c 1 and c 2. We say that c 1 is extracted 
from c2 if and only if any pattern that appears in cl also appears in c2. We denote 
this relation by cl -< c2. 
Note that if cl -< c2, and if c2 is a tiling of  the plane, then c I is also a tiling of the 
plane. In other terms, a configuration which is extracted from a tiling is also a tiling: 
if Cl had a defect, then this defect should also appear in c2. 
Let us now define what can be called a diagonal extraction process. We use it in 
order to prove the following proposition. 
Proposition I. Assume that a sequence of patterns (Mi)iE[~ is given, that their domains 
increase (dom(Mi ) C dom(Mi+l )), and that they cover the whole plane (Uic~ dom(Mi )
= 7/2). Then there exists a configuration d such that any pattern that appears in d 
also appears in an infinite number of Mi's. I f  all the Mi's have been chosen in 
a configuration c, then the obtained configuration d is extracted from c (d-< c). 
Furthermore, if c is a tiling, then d is also a tiling. 
Proof (Diagonal extraction process - Fig. 1 ). First, let us consider a bijective mapping 
7 from ~ onto 7/2. Intuitively, this mapping corresponds to an infinite path that covers 
the whole plane - e.g. a spiral. Now let us begin an iterative process. Because of 
the embedded structure of  the domains of  the considered patterns, we are sure that an 
infinite number of patterns cover the cell 7(0). Among them, an infinite number have the 
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Fig. 1. The diagonal extraction process. 
same associated tile. Let us call Io the infinite set of  indexes of  these patterns (Io C ~ ), 
and so their common tile in the cell 7(0). More formally, ViElo, Mi(7(O))=so. 
Now, let us consider the infinite number of patterns (M~)~EIo and do the same de- 
duction: there exists an infinite subset of  I0 that we call I~ and a tile sl such that 
ViEI1, g i (7(1))=sl .  
By iteration, we construct a sequence of infinite set of  integers Ik and a sequence 
of tile sk such that Ik+l CIk and 
Vi Elk, Mi(y(k)) = sl,. 
Now let us define the configuration d as follows: consider any cell of  the plane; this 
cell corresponds to a 7n for exactly one integer n. We define d(y(n))=sn. 
Consider a pattern M in d. For a sufficiently large n, y(0) .... ,7(n) covers M. But 
all patterns with indexes in In have the same tile at positions 7(0) . . . . .  ~(n), thus they 
contain M. As In is infinite, the first part of the theorem is proved. 
I f  the Mi's appear in a configuration c, then the pattern M of the previous paragraph 
also appears in c hence d -< c. I f  c is a tiling, d is also a tiling because d --< c. [] 
Note that this diagonal extraction process is not effective; it is not an algorithmic 
procedure. 
3.2. Quasiperiodicity 
Definition 2. A quasiperiodic onfiguration is a configuration c with the following 
property: for all pattern M that appears in c, there exists an integer n such that M 
appears in all n × n squares in c (Fig. 2). 
A periodic configuration is also quasiperiodic. We call strictly quasiperiodic those 
configurations that are quasiperiodic but not periodic. The quasiperiodicity is a 
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Fig. 2. Quasiperiodic onfigurations. 
][ 
Fig. 3. An example of a quasiperiodic configuration. 
regularity property: a patterns that appears somewhere in a quasiperiodic configura- 
tion must appear regularly. 
In Fig. 3, you can see a part of  a quasiperiodic configuration. For the sake of 
simplicity, colors in the border of  tiles are omitted. Thus the smallest squares that 
can be observed are composed of 4 tiles and all the square frames are made just by 
sticking on each tile a little colored segment. Hence this figure is a kind of  projection 
of  Robinson's tiling (see [18] and [3]). 
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If a tiling (resp. a configuration) is not quasiperiodic, then there exists a pattern in 
this tiling that can be associated to an infinite number of  growing squares that belong 
to the tiling, and in which the pattern does not appear. In the sequel, we call such a 
pattern critical for the considered tiling (resp. for the configuration). 
Lemma 1. I f  pattern M is critical for a configuration c, then there exists at least 
one configuration cM extracted from c in which the pattern M does not appear. 
Proof. Consider an infinite sequence of patterns wherein M does not appear. Then 
make a diagonal extraction process to obtain a new configuration in which M does not 
appear. As this configuration is obtained by a diagonal extraction, then it is extracted 
from c. [] 
Note that M is not critical in CM since it does not appear in it. 
Proposition 2. Quasiperiodic tilings (resp. configurations) are exactly the minimal 
elements for the extraction preorder. More formally, c is quasiperiodic if and only if 
Vd d -<c~c-<d.  
Proof. Consider a quasiperiodic onfiguration c. Assume that d < c; let us prove that 
c -< d i.e. any pattern of c can be found in d. Let us consider a pattern M in c; it can be 
found in all sufficiently large squares of  c because of the quasiperiodicity hypothesis. 
Let us consider a square of  the same size in d. As d-< c, it appears somewhere in c 
and thus contains M. Hence M appears in d. The converse is straightforward using 
Lemma 1. [] 
Theorem 1. I f  a tile set admits a tiling, then it admits a quasiperiodic tiling. 
The reader can easily generalize this result to configurations that do not correspond 
to tilings. In the case of  1D words, Furstenberg's lemma is obtained [10, 7] 
Before proving this theorem, we need to explain why the quasiperiodicity property 
is compatible with the extraction preorder. 
Lemma 2. I f  a pattern M is critical for a configuration c, and if c is extracted from 
a configuration d, then M is also critical for d. 
Proof. Consider d such that c-< d. If M is critical for c, then it appears in c thus 
in d. Furthermore, the infinite family of  rectangles in which M does not appear can 
be found in c and hence in d. Thus M is critical for d. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. Remember that a tile set is given, that it can be used to tile the 
plane, and that our goal is to prove that one can form a quasiperiodic tiling of  the 
plane with it. 
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Let t be a tiling of the plane using this tile set. Assume that it is not quasiperiodic. 
It contains some critical patterns. Among them, we consider the smallest pattern MI: it 
is not difficult to define a total ordering of patterns; first order them by the size of  their 
domain (more precisely by the size of  the smallest square that contains their domain) 
and then by alphabetic order. Also note that the set of all patterns is countable. Using 
Lemma 1, we can construct a tiling tM, ~ t in which 341 does not appear. Because of 
Lemma 2, all critical patterns of  tM, (if any) are also critical for t. 
I f  tM, is not quasiperiodic, then we repeat his process: we choose the smallest critical 
pattern M2 in tM~ and obtain tM2 -< tM, -< t. 
If after a finite number of  steps of this process, we obtain a quasiperiodic tiling, 
then the theorem is proved. Else, we obtain an infinite sequence of tilings (tM,) such 
that ... tM, -< ... tM, -< t. Let us now consider a 1 × 1-square in tM~, a 2 × 2-square in 
tM2, a k × k-square in tM,, etc. With a diagonal extraction process, we obtain a tiling d 
which is extracted from all the tM, 's: d -< ... tMk -< .-- tM, -< t. If this tiling had a critical 
pattern, then this pattern should be critical for all the tM, 's. But in the pattern ordering, 
one of the patterns Mk is greater than this critical pattern which contradicts our choice 
of the smallest possible pattern. Hence d is quasiperiodic and d-< c. [] 
Note that this proof is neither constructive nor does it use the axiom of choice. 
4. Quasiperiodicity functions 
In this section, we introduce a quasiperiodicity function in order to measure the 
regularity of  a quasiperiodic tiling. 
Let us consider a quasiperiodic onfiguration. Coming back to the definition of  
quasiperiodicity (Definition 2 and Fig. 2), it is natural to consider the function that 
maps a pattern to the smallest integer n such that the pattern appears in all squares 
of size n × n. This function is not defined on those patterns that do not appear in the 
tiling. Since in the sequel we are only interested in upper bounds, we can restrict this 
function to square patterns - other patterns can be included in larger squares. Thus 
we can consider the maximum of this function on all patterns of  size x: we map x to 
the minimal size of squares n in which one can find all those patterns of  size x that 
appear in the tiling. We call it the quasiperiodicity function of the tiling. 
Intuitively, if this function grows slowly to infinity, then the quasiperiodic tiling is 
rather regular, but if it grows fast, then the regularity is weak. Using this function we 
can characterize which quasiperiodic tilings are periodic: 
Theorem 2. A quasiperiodic tiling & periodic i f  and only i f  its quasiperiodicity function 
is bounded by x ~ x + c where c is a constant. 
Proof. Let us consider a periodic tiling of  period ~. It is not difficult to prove that its 
quasiperiodicity function is bounded by x H x + c~. Such a situation is illustrated by 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. The quasiperiodicity function of a periodic tiling. 
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Fig. 5. The converse. 
Let us now consider a quasiperiodic tiling of a function bounded by x H x + c. Let 
us consider a pattern P1 of  size Xl much larger that c. Let us consider a window of 
size xl + c such that its left border is just 1 cell to the right of  the left border of  P1 
(see Fig. 5). A copy of P1 must appear in this window and overlap P~. Note that there 
are at most c 2 possible positions for this copy - it is essential in the rest of  the proof. 
Now let us consider a pattern P2 of  size x2 >xl  containing P1. Let us consider a 
window of size x2 + c such that its left border is just 1 cell to the right of the left 
border of  P2. We find another copy of  P2 and there are at most c 2 possible translations 
from P2 to this copy. Note that such a translation is also valid for P1 since P1 is 
embedded in P2. 
By iteration, we prove that there exists a common translation vector for all the 
(Pi)ic~- Thus the tiling is periodic in at least one dimension. We use the same reasoning 
to find another periodicity vector: the difference is that instead of shifting the window 
to the right, we shift it in a direction which is orthogonal to the first periodicity vector. 
Note that this vector may not point exactly to the right: we can just say that it more 
or less points to the right. [] 
Quasiperiodicity functions of the form x ~ cx are not difficult to obtain. An example 
is any of  the quasiperiodic tilings that can be formed using Robinson's aperiodic tile 
set (see [18] or [3] for the definition). Furthermore all these tilings have exactly the 
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same multiplicative constant. For Penrose tilings, the study is a little more complicated 
since Penrose tiles cannot be placed on the vertices of 7/2. There are several ways to 
measure sizes of patterns: we can consider the distance in ~2 or the number of tiles 
included in it. These distances lead to different quasiperiodicity fimctions but each of 
them is bounded by a multiplicative non-zero constant imes the other one. Anyway, 
all quasiperiodicity functions of quasiperiodic Penrose tilings are of the form x ~ cx. 
Some important questions are still open: which are all the quasiperiodicity func- 
tions that can be observed in quasiperiodic filings? By "observed" we mean that all 
quasiperiodic tilings that can be formed with the considered tile set in the desired 
form. Otherwise it is not difficult to construct such filings with a trivial tile set. Our 
last open problems are the following: is it possible to observe non-recursive quasiperi- 
odicity functions? If  a quasiperiodicity function is non-recursive and grows faster than 
any recursive function then the quasiperiodic tiling is regular but this regularity cannot 
be measured... 
Another important open question is to characterize quasiperiodic 2D configurations 
in terms of the number of patterns of size n × m that can be found in it. Maybe this 
could be linked with the properties of our quasiperiodicity functions. 
5. Counting 
In this section, we introduce two structures: trees associated to tile sets, and trees 
associated to tilings of the plane; we are inspired by [8] to introduce them. We then 
combine these structures with the quasiperiodicity notion in order to prove the main 
result of this section (Theorem 3). 
5.1. Trees 
In the rest of this section, we only consider valid square patterns (the matching 
condition for the edges of the tiles is true inside the pattern). We call n-pattern any 
2n × 2n square pattem and we say that an (n + 1)-pattern extends an n-pattern if the 
n-pattem is the center of the (n + 1)-pattern. In other words, the (n + l)-pattern is 
obtained from the n-pattem by putting tiles around its border. Note that it is not always 
possible to do this because the matching condition must be true in this new border. A 
unique 0-pattern exists for all tile sets: it is the pattern with the empty domain. 
Definition 3. The tree associated to a tile set z is the tree d~ such that the vertices 
of ~T are n-patterns formed using the tiles of z; the root is the 0-pattern; the children 
of an n-pattern ode are those (n ÷ 1 )-patterns that extend the n-pattern. 
The tree so defined can be finite or infinite. All nodes are of finite degree but these 
degrees may not be bounded. Note that an infinite path in dT corresponds to a tiling 
of the plane with z. Conversely, let us consider a tiling of the plane with z, and all 
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n-pattems centered in the cell (0, 0). These patterns correspond to an infinite path 
in d~. 
If  the height of d~ is not bounded, using Krnig 's  infinity lemma one can claim 
that it contains an infinite path, there by making possible to tile the plane (see also 
Proposition 1 ). 
Definition 4. Let c be a valid tiling for tile set z. The tree assoc&ted to the tiling c is 
the tree d~ such that d~ is the restriction of d ,  containing all n-patterns of d~ that 
can be found in c. 
All branches of the tree d~ are infinite since a pattern that appears somewhere in 
c can always be extended. Any infinite path of d~ corresponds to a tiling that can be 
extracted from c. Thus we obtain the following proposition: 
Proposition 3. Let c and d be two tilings of the plane with z. dc c da if and only if 
c -< d. I f  c is quasiperiodic, and if there exists d such that da c tic, then dd = d, .  
Another interpretation of the previous proposition is the following: one can restrict 
dc into some ~¢d if and only if c is not quasiperiodic. 
5.2. Periodicity and quasiperiodicity 
Let us now explain the difference between the tree associated to a periodic tiling 
and the tree associated to a strictly quasiperiodic one. Let us call chain of a tree an 
infinite path in the tree in which every node has exactly one child; the starting node 
of the chain is a node of the tree (usually not the root). 
Proposition 4. I f  c is quasiperiodic and if dc conta&s a chain, then c is periodic. 
Proof. Consider the starting node of the chain - more precisely, the pattern M that is 
associated to it. There is no branching on this node and below, hence, if the pattern M 
appears in c centered in (0, 0) and in (i,j), then (i, j) is a periodicity vector of c. As 
c is quasiperiodic, the pattern M appears in all sufficiently large regions of c. Hence 
we can find 2 periodicity vectors for c in different directions; c is periodic. [] 
Now we can present our main theorem. Its proof is easy with the help of the previous 
properties. 
Theorem 3. I f  a tile set can be used to form a strictly quasiperiodic tiling of the 
plane, then it can form an uncountable number of different ilings. 
First remark that this result is unchanged if we consider that two tilings that can be 
superimposed are equal. In this case, one can transform one of the tilings into the other 
by a translation. The set of translations is countable, hence the theorem is still valid. 
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Proof. Let c be a strictly quasiperiodic tiling of the plane, dc  does not contain any 
chain otherwise c would be periodic (Propositions 3 and 4). Thus ~'c contains an 
uncountable number of infinite paths. We can associate to each of these paths a tiling 
if we consider that all the patterns of the path are centered in the origin. Two different 
paths are associated to two different ilings thus the number of different ilings that can 
be formed is not countable. [] 
Note that the uncountable set of tilings that are obtained in this proof consist of 
quasiperiodic filings that can be mutually extracted; all these tilings can be obtained 
from c by extraction. 
A corollary of this result is that one cannot separate quasiperiodic tilings with any 
computing device (computing devices usually belong to countable sets). 
6. Topology 
We present in this section another approach to tiling problems. This approach is 
based on the topological properties of the set of configurations. It is inspired by sym- 
bolic dynamics. 
Let us endow a tile set z with the discrete topology for which all subsets are open. 
A configuration is a mapping of the plane 7/2 into the tile set. Thus, the set of all 
configurations z~2 is a countable product of sets that we endow with the product 
topology: an open subset of z z2 is a union of finite intersections of sets of the form 
(~i,a = {C E ~2,  c(i) = a}. 
In this topological approach, the notion of patterns is very natural since they corre- 
spond with basic open sets. More precisely, we can define a basic open set associated 
to a pattern as the set of all configurations equal to the pattern on its domain: 
~/p z {C E 27 Z2, O ]domain(p) = P}. 
Note that (tip's (and Ci, a'S which are special Cp's) are both open and closed: their 
complements are finite union of the Cp, where domain(p)=domain(p') and p~ p~. 
Any open set ~ can be written as a union of basic open sets: ~----Uppattern(~p. 
Proposition 5. z z~ is a compact metric space. 
Proof. As z endowed with the discrete topology is compact, the countable product z z: 
of  compact sets is compact oo. This result follows from Tychonoff's theorem but does 
not require the axiom of choice: it can be proved by diagonal extraction. The natural 
"discrete" distance on z is 
if s = s' then d(s,s') = 0 else d(s, s I) = 1. 
A distance on z ~ can be 
d(c,e ' )=2 -m where m=min{6(i,O), c ( i )¢c ' ( i )} .  
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We can use as distance 6 on 2v2 any standard distance such as 6((m,n),(O,O))= 
max(m,n). The topology induced by the distance d so defined is the same as the 
product opology. Note that d is not shift invariant and gives more importance to cells 
near the origin (0, 0). [] 
We shall use very often in the rest of this section the compactness of  z z2 and more 
precisely the compactness of  the set of tilings that can be formed using z. Let us 
denote by T~ this particular subset of configurations (which can be empty). 
Proposition 6. Let z be a tile set. The subset T~ of z z2 consisting of tilings oj" the 
plane by z is compact. 
Proof. As z z2 is a compact set, we only have to prove that T~ is closed in z z2. Let 
us consider its complement and prove that it is open; if a configuration is not a tiling, 
then it contains a tiling error. This error is located somewhere in the plane. Let us 
consider a pattern of  the configuration containing this error. All configurations that 
contain this pattern are not tilings. But this set is open and disjointed from T~. Thus 
the complement of  T~ is a union of  open sets. Hence T~ is compact. [] 
Furthermore, our process of diagonal extraction (Proposition 1) can be seen as a 
consequence of the compactness and of the shift invariance of  T~. 
Now let us interpret our relation of  extraction (see Definition 1 ) in topological terms. 
To do that, let us consider the horizontal and vertical shifts ah and 6v. Let us define 
F(c) as the topological closure of  the set of  all images of  c by any shift. It is natural 
to construct such a set since we tend to consider that two configurations that can be 
superimposed are the same. In the following formal definition, the topological closure 
is denoted by an over line: 
r(c)= U 
i, jC~ 
Proposition 7. Our relation of extraction corresponds exactly to the inclusion of our 
sets F(c). More formally the following properties are equivalent: 
(a) cl -< c2, 
(b) Cl c F(c2), 
(C) /'(CI ) C F(e2). 
Proof. Let us prove that (a)~(b) .  Let us consider in C 1 a growing family of  em- 
bedded square patterns centered on the origin (we called these patterns n-squares in 
Section 5.1 ). These patterns appear somewhere in c2 which means that there are shifted 
versions of  c2 which are more and more close to cl. Hence 
el C U 
i,jE] e 
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Reciprocally, if cl E F (c2) ,  then there exists a sequence of  configurations shifted 
from c2 which are closer and closer to cl. Thus consider a pattern appearing in cl. 
There exists a shifted version of  c2 which is sufficiently close to Cl to contain this 
pattern. Hence Cl -< c2. 
The equivalence between (b) and (c) is based on the following elementary property: 
by construction, F(c) is closed and shift invariant since if a is a shift then rr(A)= a(A). 
Hence 
(Cl E r (c2) )  4=~ (Vi, jC77ty~OtTv(C l )EC(c2) )~( r (C l )Cr (c2)  ). [] 
Note that if F(Cl ) c F(c2) and if c2 is a tiling then c I is also a tiling. It can be 
interpreted as a monotonicity property of  tilings. 
Let us come back now to the quasiperiodicity. We obtain from Section 3.2 that q 
is quasiperiodic if and only if F(q) is minimal for the inclusion relation among all 
F(c) 's.  Let us come back to our Theorem l: "if a tile set can tile the plane, then it 
can be used to form a quasiperiodic tiling of  the plane". In our context, it corresponds 
to the existence of  a minimal F(q) among all F(c) 's  corresponding to tiling. Assume 
that it is possible to tile the plane; then using the monotonicity property of  tilings and 
Zorn's lemma, we obtain the existence of  a quasiperiodic tiling. But we do not use all 
the power of  Zorn's lemma since our proof does not require the axiom of  choice. 
We do not know how to prove our combinatorial theorem (Theorem 3 of  
Section 5), or to interpret quasiperiodicity functions of  Section 4 using only topo- 
logical arguments. 
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